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elcome to the
July edition
of Labelling
Fashion, the
online magazine that reaches
beyond fashion and textiles to
explore exactly what’s going on
in the industry from a marketing
and labeling perspective.
This month’s edition delves into
the world of technology and looks
at how the fashion and textiles
industry adapts to constant change.
In our main marketing feature,
Lucinda Gormley challenges our
understanding of what a label
actually is and asks; what label is
it? We then take a look at what
happens when technology meets
fashion and discover that there are
no boundaries when it comes to
new innovations.
Finally, out of the modern and
back in time, Justine Kiddy journeys
back through the ages to see how
innovations in technology have
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propelled the fashion and textiles
industry into what we know and
love today.
If you have a burning question
or industry interest that you’d like
to see covered in our magazine,
or you would like to contribute
to future editions, please email
lynsey@elbowmarketing.co.uk. All
interesting and relevant content will
be considered.
We also have advertising space
available, so if you’re in the fashion,
textiles and apparel industry, why
not book a space and see how far
your audience reaches?
To see what’s going on between
issues of our magazine, follow us
on social media:
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What

label is it?

Lucinda Gormley analyses the meaning
of the label in the fashion industry
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hat do labels mean to
people? What do they
mean to you? Do labels
show people who they
are? Do they portray social status?
The word ‘label’ means different
things to different people: a physical
label that you can read and touch,
which has information on it; and a label
that gives you your identity when you
wear a garment.
Does a more expensive brand
always mean a better quality of
product? Or are we just being
sucked in by the monopolies of the
fashion industry?
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Do you feel more important when you
are wearing something expensive?
Do you feel different when you wear
your favourite brand?
Is there a reason why you steer
towards certain brands of sportswear?
Why would you prefer to wear Adidas
over wearing Nike sportswear?
I doubt that these questions ever pop
into your head when you open your
wardrobe in the morning, but I can
assure you that brands and businesses
are constantly thinking about the
answers to these types of questions and
thousands just like them.
Brands want to get to know their
customers. Companies will always do
their research on customer bases before
even thinking about launching a new
product. They even go as far as thinking
about the different types of labeling
that they can offer; from lightweight,
to woven, there are always extensive
options available.
Printed labeling of sportswear
tends to be light and seamless. This
type of label will require no stitching
and therefore will not irritate the skin
when you are at your most active. Yet,
sportswear is a great example of how
versatile labeling is, because in contrast
to light, seamless labels, sportswear also
utilises woven labels in thicker sports
clothing such as football kits, where
durability is required.
Remember, high quality brands will
always invest in the highest quality
of labeling, regardless of what the
words say on them. The label gives the
product an identity and helps businesses
to promote their products by catching
people’s attention.
Labelling has another function too.
When buying expensive and delicate
clothing, a label will often tell the

HIGH QUALITY
BRANDS WILL
ALWAYS INVEST IN THE
HIGHEST QUALITY OF
LABELING, REGARDLESS
OF WHAT THE WORDS
SAY ON THEM
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purchaser how to care for the item. The
‘care labels’ are essential and should
also be read carefully when purchasing
clothing items. Of course, GB labels can
take care of wash care labels too.
Big brands are often
expensive, so
being able to
care for items
is fundamental if
you want the item
to last. Even quality
products can shrink or
rip when being washed;
colours can run (I think
most people have
experienced finding
their whites turning
into an off-shade of
pink due to a hidden
red sock).
A label can
also say as much
about a person
as the colour that
they choose to wear. Labels allow you
to express yourself. You start your day
by choosing the clothes that you are
going to wear; you might wear a suit,
which will make you feel sophisticated;
or you may put on your favourite pair
of jeans, enabling you to feel relaxed.
People like to wear black because it
is very versatile, timeless and it exudes
authority and power, or does it? Do we
feel strong and powerful because of a
placebo effect?
There are quite literally, thousands
of different brands and labels that are

available to us on any given morning,
but which brands represent your true
self? Many brands, like colours, leave
people feeling uncomfortable, for
example, if a dress or a shirt is “not
your colour” or maybe you
just don’t feel confident
wearing that
particular brand.
Many people, like
myself, are creatures
of habit. I like certain
brands, I wear certain
colors and I tend
to avoid things
that are slightly
unknown to me.
I can’t help it, I
am human.
Everyday,
millions of
people go
shopping and
spend… probably millions. I think that
it is safe to assume that those people
stick with what they know and trust 90%
of the time, and try something new the
other 10%. Consumers are married to
brands that they can rely on, that they
can depend on to flatter their figures
(whichever company uses that ‘suck me
in’ material that we all love and cherish).
Coco Chanel once said, ‘If a
woman is badly dressed, it’s the dress
we’ll notice; but if she is impeccably
dressed, it’s the woman herself we’ll
notice.’ Applying this quote to labels,
what do you think your choice of labels
and brands say about you?
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News

To heel or not to heel
There’s rarely a moment when heels
are out of the news, but when the
Cannes Film Festival banned women
from wearing flat shoes on the red
carpet in May, the issue over whether
heels are good or bad for our health
was put in the spotlight once again.
While some accepted the ban as the
enforcement of traditional dress code,
others were outraged and turned to
scientific study to explain their anger.
No sooner was the festival over than
studies by the Journal of Foot and Ankle
Surgery had emerged, claiming that

heel related injuries
in the US have
doubled in the
last decade.
The statistic is
true, but if you
love the feel of
your lean legs in
heels, do not fear,
you may still have
cause for hope.
In fact, the study
discovered that
while heels put us at risk of a strain or a
sprain, most breaks occur in the comfort
of our own homes. We think that’s a
cue to leave heels at the front door
when returning from a night on the town!
Of course, this is not the first study to
highlight the vulnerability of our ankles
and feet when wearing heels. Many
studies focus on the muscle imbalances
that can develop as a consequence of
wearing heels, but there are solutions to
this too.

Pippa Middleton and her
fashion design debut
The fashion world just can’t get enough
of Pippa Middleton. From the moment
she followed her sister down the isle
in that dress, fashionistas have been
hanging off her every word.
The great news is that the Duchess’s
sister has teamed up with London
designer Tabitha Webb to create two
limited edition garments. What’s even
better is that all profits from the sale of
the items will be donated to the British
Heart Foundation, of which Pippa is
an Ambassador.
It’s no surprise that Pippa chose
Tabitha Webb for this collaboration.
The luxury British brand is characterised
by pretty, feminine designs and
effortless elegance. Garments are
frequently seen on celebrities such
as Miranda Kerr, Katherine Heigl,
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Emilia Fox and, of course, Pippa
Middleton. There could be no
classier choice.
Made from silk in shades of pink,
red, and purple floral print, the summer
tea dress costs £295, so it’s not likely to
appeal to everyone’s budget. Likewise,
the matching cashmere blend scarf is a
stretch at £95, but there’s no denying
that the garments are pretty and
versatile – team them up with denim and
pumps for a casual look, or add some
jewellery and a pair of heels for elegant
evening style.
Whatever your verdict on Pippa
and her fashion debut, the project is a
worthy one, aiming to raise additional
funds and awareness for research into
the UK’s single biggest killer: coronary
heart disease.

Heels: High risk?
Calf stretches can help to lengthen
the muscles that naturally tighten when
walking in heels while reducing the
size of your heel by an inch can ease
pressure on the most vulnerable parts
of your body. Failing this, practice
makes perfect – it improves your
balance and makes you less prone to
trips and falls.
Whether you choose to heel or not
to heel, there’s one thing we’re certain
of: that we prefer having the option.

Images taken from:
http://www.tabitha
webb.co.uk/pippa/

Pippa Middleton: Fashion for a cause
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Royal Ascot rules tested
with glorious results
There’s nothing understated about Royal
Ascot, so when the dress code invites
guests to ‘contribute to an occasion
heralded as a major fashion event in its
own right’, it’s like the proverbial bee to
the honey pot for fashionistas.
Despite strict rules preventing skirts
above the knee, bare shoulders and
straps of less than an inch, the variety
of outfits on display at this year’s event
was remarkable.
Our expectations were certainly
met, with royalty, dazzling accessories,
outrageous characters, outfits straight off
the catwalk and of course, dubious hats.
It just goes to show that where rules
are concerned, boundaries are only for
those without imagination!

Images taken from:
http://www.dailymail.
co.uk/femail/
article-2662351/
Huge-flowers-giantpaintbrushes-acres-lacelead-hat-parade-LadiesDay-kicks-Ascot.htm

Royal Ascot: Little boundaries

Gap Inc. announces
175 store closures

Gap: Partly closing
Global fashion retailer, Gap Inc.
has announced a series of ‘strategic
actions’ that will see 175 of its shops
close before January. UK stores will
largely escape unscathed, with North
American shops facing the majority of
the cull.
The announcement comes after a
turbulent period for Gap. Since 2003,
the brand has intermittently been linked
to controversies involving sweatshop
labour, unsafe working conditions and
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questions over their ethical working
practices. In May 2011, Creative
Director, Patrick Robinson left after sales
plummeted and in January 2015, his
replacement, Danish designer Rebekka
Bay, was eliminated when the role of
creative director was scrapped.
For many, the brand’s struggle is less
to do with its operations and more to
do with its products. The androgynous
look that Gap made popular in the
1980s is too bland for a market that is
familiar with austerity and has learned
to appreciate style at low cost. Today,
consumers expect more fashion for
less money and Gap no longer meet
that expectation.
While the ‘strategic actions’ are
predicted to save Gap about $25
million a year, what remains to be
seen is whether this will be enough to
save the brand. Is it too late to salvage
the brand identity that once made
Gap thrive?

Fashion in
Florence for 88th
Pitti Immagine
Uomo Trade Event
The 88th Pitti Immagine Uomo trade
event saw over a thousand brands
from more than thirty countries
exhibiting their wares from the
men’s and sportswear industries
last month.
The show, held in Florence, is
said to be one of the most important
platforms for fashion, attracting
exhibitors such as Moschino and
Thomas Tait, and giving buyers
and traders the chance to discover
emerging new brands alongside
prestigious multinational names.
This year’s theme was ‘pitticolor’,
a brief that encouraged designers
to bring colour and life into
their garments and highlight the
importance of colour in the world
around us. True to the cutting edge
nature of the event, innovation
and vibrant styles that push the
boundaries of convention were the
order of the day.
Successes from the event will go
on to set the trends for the 2016
season and with colour being the
dominant theme, Spring/Summer
2016 is set to be lively and bright.

Pitti Immagine Uomo event: Important
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Case Study

Material

advances
Lynsey J Bowen looks at the
way the fashion industry has
embraced technology

T

echnology moves on at an
exponential pace and knows
no boundaries when it comes
to infiltrating every element of
our lives. The fashion industry is no
different. You can even study Fashion
Technology for a degree from Heriot
Watt University, so there are clearly
career opportunities in this sub-sector of
the industry.
This article looks at how technology
is encroaching on the fashion industry
and the possibilities it brings with it.

Wearable technology
The Smart Fabrics and Wearable
Technology conference took place in
San Francisco in May this year and
showcased a number of innovative new
products. Most wearable technology
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Source: wearable-technologies.com

utilises the Smartwatch format, with apps
including ‘golf swing improvement’ and
other fitness-related measurement tools.
However, fashion and technology
are increasingly becoming a part of one
another’s worlds. Take the introduction
of Smart shoes and interactive hair
extensions, for example.
The common theme in the
development of new wearable
technology is that comfort is everything
and successful technological fashion
items and brands will only be successful
if the balance between functionality and
comfort is perfect.
Wearable technology is becoming
big business to the extent that the
Wearable Technology Show is returning
to London in April 2016. The recent
2015 exhibition showcased new
products from Samsung, LG and Intel,
alongside new start-ups from around
the world.

power through movement and turn this
power into heat to keep the wearer
warm (still in prototype). Imagine the
branding possibilities of such an item for
explorers, mountaineers, extreme sports
enthusiasts, skiers and so on…

3D printing

and silk. 3D printed fabrics dovetail
beautifully with the wearable technology
trend described above as 3D printed
fabrics allow wearable technologies to
integrate with clothing and fashion, not
just act as an accessory.

Branding this new fashion

technology
3D printing is another
Smart fabrics
So, what have we
technological topic du
Moving into the detail of some of these
learned about fashion and
jour in the fashion world
wearable technologies that are coming
technology other than that
at the moment, with the
onto the market brings us to smart
the two worlds are on a
Far East and America
fabrics. This really is the fusion point for
collision course that could
leading the way in 3D
wearable technology and fashion.
see the fashion world
printed wearables.
‘Smart fabrics’ are sensitive and
change forever?
An American team called
reactive to environmental conditions Well, technology is
Electroloom have created
they perform specific functions based on
clearly providing fashion
an electrospinning process,
environmental changes.
brands with the ability
dubbed ‘Field Guided
to carve out new and
There are a number of common
Fabrication’, which makes it
innovative niches for their
smart fabric functionalities that we
possible for anyone with a
products, giving their brands
are seeing pop up across the fashion
small bit of CAD ability to
the opportunity to add value
industry. These include temperature
design and create seamless
and develop new USPs.
sensitive, anti-stress regulators, wrinkle
fabric items on demand.
I would argue that the
resistant fabrics, anti-bacterial and skin
The process is still in an
same branding fundamentals
moisture regulation.
experimental phase, but it is
should still apply to fashion
With just a little imagination, I’m
well on the way to becoming
Source: electroloom.com
houses and brands as
sure you can begin to see the many
a commercial reality.
they embrace the new
possibilities for these clever fabrics and
So far, Electroloom
technological world: understand your
their ability to dramatically increase the
have made sheets, tank-tops, skirts and
customers, their wants and their needs,
added value of a fashion brand’s range. beanies in a Polyester/cotton blend and
and create a brand they can identify
Another common type of smart
have been experimenting with a Silk
with. Give your brand a personality
fabric is that which contains a microblend and an Acrylic blend too.
and use all of the branding elements
chip or circuit that can store energy
Presently, the easiest raw material
available to you in order to convey your
to create a 3D garment is plastic, but
or interact with the wearer in some
brand attributes.
the near future promises a full range
way. An excellent example of this
of fabric types including cotton, wool
Labelling will still play a key role in
is the hats and gloves that generate
the branding of garments as the fashion
world embraces a new and exciting
BRANDS WILL ONLY BE SUCCESSFUL IF THE era. And imagine if labelling became
BALANCE BETWEEN FUNCTIONALITY AND part of the fashion technology story –
could we see interactive labels in the
COMFORT IS PERFECT
future? I don’t see why not.

Looking behind the label
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Review

Past
innovations
Justine Kiddy looks back at how technology
has shaped the fashion and textiles industry

T

here are currently over 7
billion people on the planet.
On average, each person is
thought to own 88 items of
clothing – that’s a grand total of 616
billion garments!
Statistics alone tell us that the world
has an insatiable appetite for clothing,
but how has the fashion industry
achieved such astonishing levels
of demand?
The answer lies in technology.
Since the first time clothes found their
way onto the backs of ancient man,
fashion and technology have been
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inexorably linked. At every stage of
history, designers, editors, enthusiasts
and innovators have used technological
advancements to propel the world
of fashion into what we know and
love today.
Here are some of what I consider
to be the pivotal moments where
technology changed the face of fashion
for good:

Sewing needles
At the Kostenki Paleolithic site in Russia,
excavations unearthed needles with
eyelets that are thought to be around
30,000 years old!

THE HUMBLE NEEDLE PROVED SO EFFECTIVE
THAT THE DESIGN AND FUNCTION OF IT
WOULD REMAIN THE SAME FOR THOUSANDS
OF YEARS
history was the invention of the power
loom. It meant that fabric could be
woven on a much larger scale, far more
quickly than hand looms, thus opening
up the industry to mass-produced fabric
at much lower costs. To read more
about the history of weaving and labels,
read our last issue.

Sewing machines

The origins of the first sewing machine
are widely disputed, but English inventor
Thomas Saint, is generally credited with
the first working machine in 1790.
This single, simple invention facilitated
the creation of more complex clothing.
Where skins and fabrics would have
been draped, wrapped or bound
close to the skin, they could now be
assembled into warm and comfortable
clothing that would move with the body
– some anthropologists even attribute
this advancement to the survival of the
Neanderthal species!
The humble needle proved so
effective that the design and function of
it would remain the same for thousands
of years. In fact, to this day, the only
definite difference between the needles
found at Kostenki and the ones we use
today is that they are made from steel
instead of bone and ivory.

Power looms
If you’ve read past issues of Labelling
Fashion, you’ll know that one of the
pivotal moments in fashion (and world)

Treated fabrics

Refinements by various inventors and
engineers took place over the next few
decades until in 1851, Isaac Merritt
Singer patented the iconic Singer
sewing machine. Singer also pioneered
the hire purchase scheme, meaning that
expensive equipment was affordable
to the masses in small installments. The
breakthrough not only improved the
efficiency of clothes production, but
brought fashion to the mass market and
changed consumer behaviour forever.

Practicality

Source: powerloom.weebly.com
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canvases once used for tents, for
example. They became synonymous
with ‘performance’ and found their
way into everything from scuba suits
to spacesuits.
With technical fashion requiring
technical fastenings, the humble zip
emerged. Although it was probably
invented at the end of the 19th century,
the zip only became popular in the
1930s, when it was marketed for the
first time – could this be where the
story of our very own woven zipper
pulls began?

With quick, comparatively cheap
fashion available to the mass market,
creativity was key until practicality
prevailed. When man-made fabrics
were pioneered in 1939 with the
invention of Rayon, fashion became
technical. The hydrophobic (water
repellent) qualities of fabrics such as
polyester were far more reliable and
lighter in weight than the heavily waxed

Treated fabrics have been experimented
with for centuries. In 1836, Charles
Mackintosh combined rubber with
fabric to repel water (the rain Mac),
but advancements became smarter
and new treatments were found to
work within the weave of the fabric.
Today, treatments include antimicrobial
properties to prevent the growth
of bacteria; self cleaning cotton;
breathable waterproofs and cloth
treated with insect repellent, a lifesaver
when used in the fight
against malaria.
Treated
fabrics
are the
beginning
of what
today, we
call ‘smart
fabrics’ –
smart fabrics
that are designed to
somehow react to our needs: to keep
us dry when we are sweaty; to react
to light or heat and to entertain us by
incorporating sound, light or video.
Today, technology has moved beyond
improving the manufacture and the
performance of fashion and into the
realms of making fashion work for us
while weaving technology into each
and every fibre.
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